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Formats:
Keynote, breakout or workshop
– live, virtual or hybrid

Sample audiences:
Executive leadership, business owners,
nonprofit directors

Sample events:
Leadership conferences, association
annual meetings, corporate gatherings

Does your hiring approach focus on
skills, knowledge and abilities above
everything else? What emphasis do
you place on alignment and
connection during onboarding and
performance management? How do
your leaders cultivate a sense of
belonging among employees? Do
team members feel like they are an
important part of something bigger
than themselves?

Steve Fredlund is a long-time actuarial leader who analyzed data on more than
150,000 global employees. The analysis is clear: productivity, engagement and
retention are driven by alignment and connection; alignment with the organization's
vision and values and connection to other people and the mission. Even more
shocking is what does not drive results: SKAs (skills, knowledge, abilities), salary,
bonuses, benefits, flexibility and recognition. 

Most leaders don’t realize what the data tells us about employee motivation; but the
great ones do. Powerful organizations are filled with these great leaders who
cultivate alignment and connection. 

Steve is known as “The Safari Dude” because he has led several safari trips to Kenya,
Rwanda and Tanzania. He learned the importance of clarity, intentionality and
accepting the unexpected on these African safaris; the same traits that brought him
success in Fortune 500 companies, nonprofits and entrepreneurial endeavors. 

Throughout this insightful presentation, Steve uses engaging stories from the
Serengeti to relay critical insights about building a powerful organization.

The Safari Way is an approach to life, work and leadership that reflects an African
safari resulting in epic success and happiness. The Safari Way is grounded in clarity
of experience wanted and people needed, intentionality and courage in decision-
making, and embracing the ups and downs that are part of every epic adventure.

Understand what does (and does not) drive productivity,
engagement, and retention.
Be challenged to evaluate hiring, onboarding and
performance management policies.
Be equipped to supplement their leadership training
programs to cultivate alignment and connection.
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After the talk, the audience will:

The average US office worker is productive
only 31% of their day. Only 36% of
employees are engaged. Nearly 25% of
employees voluntarily leave their job every
year. 

These statistics are daunting, especially
when considering they are the most critical
people-based drivers of organizational
success. Improvement in these results
significantly helps the bottom line. But how
can we move the needle, especially
considering the hiring and engagement
challenges most organizations are facing?

The Safari Way to Build a Powerful Organization


